High piezoelectricity of (K,Na)NbO 3 (KNN) lead-free materials benefits from a polymorphic phase transition (PPT) around room temperature, but its temperature sensitivity has been a bottleneck impeding their applications. We find that good thermal stability can be achieved in CaZrO 3 -modified KNN lead-free piezoceramics, in which the normalized strain d 33 * almost keeps constant from room temperature up to 140 o C. In situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments combined with permitivity measurements disclose the occurrence of a new phase transformation under an electrical field, which extends the transition range between tetragonal and orthorhombic phases. It is revealed that such an electrically-enhanced diffused 2 polymorphic phase transition (EED-PPT) contributed to the boosted thermal stability of KNN based lead-free piezoceramics with high piezoelectricity. The present approach based on phase engineering should also be effective in endowing other lead-free piezoelectrics with high piezoelectricity and good temperature stability.
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Introduction
Piezoelectricity, a phenomenon whereby materials become electrically polarized upon the application of stress or deform in response to electrical stimuli, has been an active research topic since its discovery in 1880 by Pierre and Jacques Curie, because of its scientific interests and abundant applications. For the last half-century, the lead-contained materials, e.g., Pb(Zr,Ti)O 3 (PZT) and Pb(Mg,Nb)O 3 -PbTiO 3 (PMN-PT), have been the icons of piezoelectrics, exhibiting a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB), where plural phases with negligible difference in free energy coexist and strongly enhanced functional properties arise. [1] However, a possible toxicity of lead in PZT and PMN-PT has been raising intense health and environmental concerns; thus, the last decade has witnessed the surging dedication to viable lead-free alternatives. [2] [3] [4] [5] Resembling the principle characteristics of MPB, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] polymorphic phase transition (PPT) boundary has also been extensively pursued. [2, 11, 12] Unfortunately, contrary to the nearly vertical MPB in the well-known PZT and PMN-PT systems, [1] the PPT in lead-free piezoelectrics is always tilted, resulting in unavoidable thermally unstable electromechanical properties. [13] [14] [15] Weak thermal stability is unacceptable for many industrial applications, even though lead-free piezoelectrics have competitive performance at ambient conditions. To address the issue, two approaches have been adopted so far, i.e., fabricating textured samples, [2] or shifting the PPT temperature T O-T well below room temperature. [13] However, the former confronts the poor reproducibility due to an excessively complex synthesis procedure; while the latter would inevitably sacrifice a large portion of piezoelectric activity. Consequently, a barrier still exists in developing reliable lead-free piezomaterials as alternatives to currently market-dominating lead-based materials.
Inspired by the nature of MPB in PZT and PMN-PT with remarkable thermal stability, it has been considered that inducing an MPB or a diffused PPT in lead-free systems could be viable options. [16, 17] Unfortunately, it has turned out that an intense temperature sensitivity still remains in lead-free piezoceramics with an engineered MPB, which is mainly attributed to the increased polarization anisotropy and the energy barrier for polarization rotation deviating from MPB. [16, 17] Thus, making PPT diffused becomes a more attractive solution to the dilemma, though no experimental success has been witnessed yet. It should be clarified that the diffused PPT in this scenario refers to the occurrence of distinct ferroelectric phase transitions over a wide temperature range, resembling the diffused phase transition in relaxor ferroelectrics where polar nano-regions (PNRs) plays an important role. [18] In this work, we demonstrate that introducing an electrically-enhanced diffused polymorphic phase transition (EED-PPT) between tetragonal and orthorhombic phases in (K,Na)NbO 3 (KNN)-based lead-free piezoelectrics is highly beneficial in achieving enhanced piezoelectric responses as well as thermal stability. First-principles calculations reveal that electrically-enhanced diffuseness in PPT originates from the fact that the two ferroelectric phases are energetically close to each other. Validation of the concept was exemplified in one of the most promising lead-free piezoelectrics, KNN with the nominal compositions of (100-x)(Na 0.49 K 0.49 Li 0.02 )(Nb 0.8 Ta 0.2 )O 3 -xCaZrO 3 (denoted by CZx).
Results and Discussion
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns are presented in Figure 1(a) , describing the materials as solid solutions with a perovskite structure. Tiny secondary phases are traced in the 2 range from 20 o to 40 o , possibly because of the undesirable reactions between various species during the synthesis process resulting from complex constitution of the nominal composition. In general, the phase structure of KNN-based ceramics can be quantified by assessing the relative intensities of (002) and (200) peaks (I 002 /I 200 ). [19] The tetragonal phase has a theoretical ratio I 002 /I 200 of 1:2 and it is reciprocal for an orthorhombic phase. Compared with those of CZ0 and CZ6, the (002) and (200) profiles of as-sintered CZ5 ceramics are of comparable intensity and are also very close to each other (see the inset figure of Figure 1(a) ), representing a pseudocubic perovskite structure with the coexistence of tetragonal and orthorhombic phases, which signifies promising piezoelectricity inherent in CZ5, the material of choice in this study. [20] In addition to the phase structure, the piezoelectric properties of ferroelectric polycrystals are also closely associated with domain morphologies. [21, 22] Representative domain configurations of CZ5 were revealed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) studies, as depicted in Figure   1 (b). It is observed that stripe-like domains in nano-scale dominate in the polycrystals.
Benefiting from the reduced domain wall energy, the nano-domains can easily respond to external excitations, e.g., mechanical force or electric field, contributing to the large piezoelectric performance. [23] There are several methods to quantitatively determine piezoelectric responses, two of which used frequently are to collect the charge in response to mechanical stimuli or to normalize the electric field induced strain, known as piezoelectric coefficient d 33 and normalized strain d 33 * (unipolar strain output divided by the corresponding field), respectively.
In this sense, the piezoelectric output is composed of intrinsic and extrinsic contributions. The former refers to linear piezoelectric effect derived from lattice displacement, whereas the latter is related to the dynamics of domain wall motions, which is largely influenced by the amplitude of input stimuli. [24] Due to the combined effects of PPT and nano-domain contribution as stated above, poled CZ5 ceramics exhibit superior piezoelectric performance at room temperature. The piezoelectric coefficient d 33 reached 357 pCN -1 , which is among the top values for randomly-orientated KNN ceramics and is comparable to those of hard PZT [25] and PMN-PT [26] ceramics prepared by conventional route, though outperformed by PMN-PT crystals. [27] Large unipolar strain output of 0.16 % was also obtained under an electric field of 6 kVmm -1 , accompanied by a small strain hysteresis (see Figure 1(c) ), enabling the current material to be a promising potential for actuator applications. Nevertheless, excellent thermal stability of strain behavior is further demanded for successful implementations. Intriguingly, current material possesses nearly temperature-insensitive strain behavior up to 140 o C at an electric field of 5 kVmm -1 , the variation of which in the investigated temperature range is within ±10 % of its room-temperature value, being much better than other lead-free systems and also being comparable to the classical PZT4 ceramics (refer to Figure 1 (d)). [2, [28] [29] [30] To uncover the underlying mechanism, herein, we focus on the influence of external justified by the fading of ferroelectric domain contrasts (shown in Figure 3 ) as well as the reduced lattice displacement [31] (refer to the evolution of (200) pseudocubic reflections with temperature in Figure 4 ). As outlined above, performance of piezoelectrics is strongly correlated with domain morphologies, particularly among which the nano-domains could extrinsically contribute to the enhanced piezoelectric properties. [21, 22] It is observed from the temperature-dependent domain evolution revealed by PFM in Figure 3 (a-d) that the ferroelectric nano-domains gradually shrink as temperature approaches the Curie point T C .
The absence of nano-domains at elevated temperatures was also reported in KNN by hot-stage TEM. [32] The insets in Figure 3 model. [33] [34] [35] [36] For a stress-free single crystalline ferroelectric with a mono-domain state, the free energy G as a function of polarization P is written as the following polynomial: [33, 34]   T are material-dependent constants and the Curie-Weiss temperature, respectively. The derivative of G with respect to P yields a relationship between electric field E and P: T follows an ascending trend with increasing external fields. Analogous phenomenon of field induced broadening of the coexistence region was also observed in leadbased crystals, which was ascribed to the presence of polar nano-regions (PNRs) within the ferroelectric phases. [37] Measurement of temperature-dependent dielectric properties is the most convenient and simple method to identify the phase transition temperatures of ferroelectrics at ambient conditions. [1, 4, 20] It was also performed in this study but with a special emphasis on the changes of dielectric properties with electric field excursion. Figure S2 presents the fielddependent permittivity curves at selected temperatures, from which dielectric constant as a function of temperature under external fields can be extracted, provided in Figure 2 (c).
Without electric field, an anomaly is observed around 50 o C, corresponding to the PPT point T O-T . It should be mentioned that the field-dependent permittivity curves were collected in a heating cycle, and the intrinsic thermal hysteresis usually leads to a higher T O-T on an order of tens of degrees Celsius, i.e., T O-T should be located near room temperature. It is consistent with the direct permittivity measurement (see Fig. S3 ), where a Curie temperature T C of 192 o C is recorded. However, when subjected to a large electric field, the peak in permittivity curve for CZ5 migrates towards higher temperature, accompanied by an apparent flattening, Recently, nanoclusters are disclosed in an orthorhombic matrix of KNN ceramics. [38] Thus, the diffuseness of phase transition in present study may also originate from the existence of nanoscale regions in current material, resembling the case of relaxors. [37] In situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction has been verified as a powerful protocol to resolve the structural puzzles in materials with complicated crystal structures, particularly in interpreting the role of external fields. [6, 39] Figure 4 displays the representative in situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction patterns, including the (111), (200), and (220) pseudocubic reflections under the combined effects of temperature and electric field. Upon the application of thermal and electrical stimuli, the diffraction profiles show visible changes, as depicted in Figure 4 . Without applying external field, the phase structure of CZ5 evolves from coexisting tetragonal and orthorhombic phases to a single tetragonal phase with raising temperature up to 100 o C, and the c/a ratio (or the tetragonality) becomes smaller when further heating the samples. In addition to the intensity changes resulting from domain reorientation, the shifts of diffraction peak positions are also perceptible upon the application of an electric field, corresponding to the expansion or contraction in unit cell dimensions. Minor shift in peak position for (200) reflection was observed in the concerned temperature range (refer to the Figure S4 and Table S1 ). This phenomenon is not commensurate with the tetragonal model, where the peak position of (200) is immobile in typical tetragonal PZT regardless of the magnitude of external field. [6] It was further revealed that the piezoelectric elongation of the unit cells does not occur along the polar directions but along those directions associated with the monoclinic distortion. [6] Based on the consistence between orthorhombic and monoclinic symmetries in KNN, namely, KNN has an orthorhombic structure in the context of crystallography while the perovskite ABO 3 primary cell possesses a monoclinic symmetry, [1, 19] the observations in present study can be attributed to the electric-field-induced phase transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic phase. Note that the diffraction profiles can switch back to the initial positions upon the removal of the poling field, implying a reversible nature of the electric-field-induced phase transition (refer to the 3D contour figures on the right panel in Figure 4 ).
As mentioned, the macroscopic piezoelectricity contains two basic ingredients, i.e., the intrinsic and extrinsic contributions. [24] Originating from domain wall motions, the extrinsic component is sensitive to frequency variation, whereas it does not influence the intrinsic part. [40] Previous works have revealed that extrinsic contribution plays an important role in KNN, especially for the compositions near PPT. [41, 42] Therefore, it provides us with another easy approach to locating the PPT point T O-T by assessing the temperature and frequency dependence of piezoelectric properties. For a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of enhanced performance in piezoelectrics, the simple but classical KNbO 3 lead-free piezoelectric is recently highlighted in both theoretical and experimental researches. [3, 43] Considering that KNbO 3 follows an identical phase transition sequence with KNN-based ceramics, it is feasible to do fundamental first-principles calculations based on the prototype perovskite KNbO 3 to shed a light on the nature of phase transitions in KNN-based complex compositions. The calculated energy versus volume plots were summarized in Figure 6 . It is observed that tetragonal and orthorhombic phases are equi-energetic but differ in volume, while the latter has a less compact structure, i.e., orthorhombic phase is more energetically favored compared to the tetragonal symmetry for KNbO 3 with a larger unit cell. Thus, phase transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic can be triggered if volume of unit cells gets expanded. For piezoelectrics, the real-time volume changes V can be resolved by measuring the longitude strain S 33 and transverse strain S 11 simultaneously (V = S 33 +2S 11 ). [28, 44] Figure 7 shows the strain hysteresis with the concurrent electric-field-induced volume change V of as-sintered CZ5
ceramics. The increasing V demonstrates the expansion of unit cells when subjected to external fields, which favors the stabilization of orthorhombic phase as concluded from the first-principles calculations. No remnant V is observed upon the removal of external field, indicating that the electric-field-induced volume change is reversible. It is consistent with the in situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction outcomes as presented in the previous section. The firstprinciples calculations, supported by the experimental determination of field-dependent volume change, unambiguously represent that it is possible to stabilize different polar phases by controlling the applied electric field [5, 6] in addition to the well-accepted approaches of composition, [1] stain, [9, 10] stress, [31] and pressure. [45] Note that KNN is not a unique system presenting energetically parallel phases; it is frequently observed in many perovskite piezoelectrics because of the flexibility of perovskite structure. [1, 4, 5] Therefore, the electricfield-induced phase transition and the associated tunable properties may occur in other perovskite piezoelectric materials.
Conclusions
In this work, we revealed the origin of temperature-insensitive strain behaviors in a typical lead-free piezoelectric material by various techniques, such as in situ electrical measurements, domain evolution, and synchrotron X-ray diffraction profiles. First-principles calculations further augment the underlying mechanism as a diffused ferroelectric-to-ferroelectric phase transition intensified by increasing electric field. This finding provides a promising approach to enhance thermal stability of piezoelectricity by engineering polymorphic phase transition between two ferroelectric phases, mimicking the effect of a morphotropic phase boundary.
Certainly, the present strategy is transferrable and would inspire plentiful researches on tailoring performance of other piezoelectrics by means of other intrinsic physical parameters, e.g., pressure and stress, as well as the analogous phenomena in parallel smart materials, such as ferromagnetics and ferroelastics, etc.
Experimental Section
Characterization of electrical properties, domain morphology, and phase structure: The CZx ceramics were prepared through a conventional solid state route as described elsewhere. [18] For macroscopic electrical characterizations, as-sintered ceramics were polished down to temperatures, larger area will be scanned to locate the desired region precisely after the sample is heated to a certain temperature and reaches a stable state. And then, it is necessary to retune the resonant frequency in case of frequency shift at increased temperatures.
Afterwards, reliable temperature-dependent PFM images can be acquired. Influence of thermal and field stimuli on in situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD) profiles was evaluated at the Diamond Light Source, with an incident wavelength of 0.2189 Å.
First-principles calculations:
First-principles calculations were performed on the prototype niobate perovskite KNbO 3 with different symmetries by using the density functional theory methods encoded in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package. [46] General gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke, and Emzerhof form was adopted to estimate the exchangecorrelation energy. [47] The projector augmented wave pseudopotentials were employed, as alternatives for the all-electron ion potentials. [48] The plane-wave energy was cut off by convergence criterion of 10 -8 eV was applied to all the calculations.
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